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•! ZnS thin film have been fabricated using 
electrodeposition and pulse-electrodeposition 
methods. 

•! Zinc Sulfide (ZnS) is a II-VI group 
semiconductor that has shown a lot of promise 
in the fabrication of thin film solar cells.  

•! ZnS can replace CdS layers in CdTe and CIGS 
solar cells to reduce toxicity. 

•! Along with p-type Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), n-type 
ZnS can constitute a non-toxic, earth abundant 
solar cell.  

•! ZnS has several properties that make it an ideal 
candidate for such purpose. ZnS has a bandgap 
of 3.68 eV which can be used for the optical 
window on ZnS/CZTS thin film solar cells.  

 

Goals and Approaches 
Goal: 
•! Grow ZnS thin film layers on FTO 

coated glass. 
•! Study electrodeposition and pulse-

electrodeposition methods for the 
fabrication of ZnS semiconductors. 

•! Optimization of ZnS thin film layers. 
Among the accountable variables to 
optimize: growth time, pH of electrolyte, 
temperature of electrolyte, growth 
voltage. 

Characterization: 
•! AFM and SEM to study the morphology  

and elemental make up of samples. 
•! RAMAN and Photoelectrochemical 

(PEC) cell tests to determine the 
chemical composition and conductivity 
type of deposited thin films. 
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Results  & Conclusion 

•! The overall target future scope is the 
fabrication of non-toxic earth abundant solar 
cells. 

•! This work was carried out at AmP-West Lab, 
California State University, Fresno. This lab 
came into existence in 2016. 

•! Further optimization is required to get solar 
cell grade semiconductors to used in on ZnS/
CZTS thin film solar cells. To yield better 
results, the composition of the electrolytic 
bath must be controlled under more rigorous 
conditions.  

•! With further optimization, the ideal 
concentrations of Zn and S on the electrolytic 
bath can be determined. 

 

Future Scope 

•! The objective of depositing ZnS thin 
film layers on FTO coated glass was 
achieved successfully. 

•! Using PEC cell tests, it was 
determined that using the above 
methods, it is possible to deposit ZnS 
n-type thin film layers.  

•! After optimizing both deposition 
methods, it was determined that they 
are an effective and low-cost way to 
deposit ZnS on glass/FTO for use in 
the fabrication of all-ED thin film 
solar cells 

•! Optimization work of thin film layers 
are to continue.  

Samples from pulsed electrodeposition Samples from electrodeposition 

Experimentation 
A 2-electrode configuration was used, 
with a carbon rod working as the anode 
and the FTO coated glass as the working 
electrode. For the electrolytic bath, 0.15 
ZnSO4 and 0.30M (NH4)2S2O3 were used. 
The pH was kept constant at 2.0 ± 0.2. 
The temperature was kept at 85Cº ± 5Cº.  
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Electrodeposition!
Growth Voltage 

(mV)!
PEC Signal 

(mV)!
Conductivity 

Type!
1400! -2! n!
1450! -2! n!
1500! -5! n!
1550! -7! n!
1650! -9! n!

Pulse-Electrodeposition!
Growth 
Voltage 

"on" (mV)!

Growth 
Voltage 

"off" (mV)!

Time on 
(s)!

Time off 
(s)!

PEC 
Signal 
(mV)!

Conduc-
tivity Type!

-1200! -800! 9! 4! -4! n!

-1200! -800! 10! 10! -3! n!

-1300! -800! 10! 10! -7! n!

-1300! -800! 9! 4! -5! n!

-1400! -800! 10! 10! -11! n!


